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Multiple Event Response Trailer 4
(formerly MERT-2A)

The M.E.R.T. 4 (Multiple Event Response Trailer) is a light-weight, affordable, highly visible
and rapidly deployable trailer! This unique response trailer allows any department / service to
have the ability to close off roads, delineate traffic, post detours, keep personnel safe, and allows vital assets to be released and re-deployed as needed. The MERT 4 is designed to operate attached to a vehicle or in a stand-alone mode. The MERT 4 comes completely equipped
to meet the needs of your department or organization.
* Immediate / Emergency Traffic Control
* Scheduled / Unscheduled Road Closures
* Traffic Delineation / Traffic Control
* Posting Detours
* DUI / Safety checkpoints
* Weather Emergencies
* Crash Scene Investigations
* Safeguarding Construction Personnel.
* MERT is designed for easy and efficient on/off loading of equipment.

Trailer Specifications
SIZE: 80” wide x 16’ long x 6’ tall
WEIGHT: approx. 2880 LBS
2” ball hitch
7 pin blade electrical connector

Trailer Features
1 - Tongue Tool Box
 Box is approximately 36” long x 18”
wide x 18” deep contains a battery for
running the LED wig/wag lights when
not attached to vehicle



Solar panel charges battery
12 Volt Marine Battery

12 - LED lights set up with an alternating
flasher control and toggle switch for easy
operation and safety
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Product Specifications
12 - ”A” Frame Barricades. Each Barricade includes:
 24-”A” Frame ends (28”wide x 42”
tall)
 12-8” wide x 6’ long plastic board
with engineering grade reflective
sheeting

16 -Type II Barricade Sign Panels with engineering grade reflective sheeting
 Sign panels are 27” wide x 3” deep x
46” tall, weighing about 20 lbs.
 These signs can be tailored to meet
your specific requirements
 Examples are a Sign Panel which displays:

DETOUR on both sides

DETOUR w/ ARROW on both sides

ARROW on both sides
 Stop sign
 Yield sign

* 108 ea - 28" 10lb Orange Traffic
Cones with 4" and 6" Reflective collar
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